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1. PRELIMINARIES
For any positive integer k, let Pk - k^ prime and define sk = UkjZi Pj A positive integer n is
simple ifn = sk for some positive integer k.
A (/>-partition of n is a partition n = dl + --+di, where / and du..., di are positive integers,
that satisfies the condition (/>(n) = <f>(dl) + -- + ^ ( 4 ) , where (j> is the Euler phi-fimction. In [1],
Jones shows that the simple integers sk have only the trivial ^-partition sk-sk,
and so define a
^-partition of a positive integer n to be reduced \f all the summands are simple.
Writing a partition as Zy = 1 i y *d1 + ---+bi*di, means that d- occurs bj times in the partition
for j = 1,...,/.
Every positive integer n has a unique partition Zy = i c • * Sj satisfying the condition that
0 < Cj < Pj for j > 1. This partition is a special type of Cantor base representation ofn, which is
a direct extension of the standard base 10 representation of n.
Throughout the paper, n will denote a positive integer. Let px < p2 < • • • < p£ be the primes
dividing n and let qx < q2 < • • • be the primes not dividing n.
2. THE ALGORITHM
Jones gives the following recursive algorithm for finding a reduced ^-partition for n:
1.

If n is simple, then n=l*n

is a reduced ^-partition.

2

2.

If p \n for some prime/?, then p*(nlp)
is a ^-partition of n. Apply the algorithm to
nip to give a reduced ^-partition Zy=1tfy * *$}• for n/p; the desired reduced ^-partition
for wis 2!Jsii(ajp) * Sj.

3.

If ft is square-free and not simple, then let/? be a prime divisor of n and let ^ be a prime
such that # </? and q\n. Such/? and q exist since n is not simple;/? could be chosen to
be the largest prime dividing n, and q could be chosen to be the smallest prime not dividing n. Then (/? - q) * (n I p) +1 * (gw / /?) is a <j> -partition for n. Apply the algorithm to
nip and qnlp to give reduced ^-partitions Zy = i^ y *s y and E y = i ^ * Sj, respectively
The desired reduced (/> -partition for n is Zy=1[(/? - q)dj +a'-]* s..

At each step of the algorithm, it will be generally true that more than one prime or pair of
primes can be chosen. The next section shows that the result of the algorithm is independent of
these choices.
3. THE A L G O R I T H M GIVES A UNIQUE REDUCED ^ - P A R T I T I O N
For any integer w, let (j)w{ri) = nfl P\n (1 - w Ip), so that <f>0(n) = n and 6,(ri) - 6(n). Define
a (j>w-partition and a reduced (j)w-partition analogously to a ^-partition and a reduced ^-partition,
respectively.
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Ifp is prime and p2 |w, then </>w(n) = p$w(n/p),
and q are primes, p\n, p2\n, q\n and p > q, then

and so p * (nl p) is a (j)w-partition of w. Ifp

^ ) = (P:^(»/p)
= O - 9 ) ^ 0 * tp)+(a-

w

)</>w(" I p)

= {p- q)K(p I P)+^w(«w / p),

so that (p-q)*(n/ p) + l*(qn/ p) is a ^w-partition of n. These facts together with an induction
argument show that any reduced ^-partition given by the algorithm is also a reduced <f>w-partition
for every integer w.
For the rest of the paper, let i be the unique positive integer such that st<n<sM;
any
reduced ^--partition of n can be written in the form £'.=1b- * s-.
Theorem 1: The reduced ^-partition for n given by the algorithm above is independent of the
primes chosen at each step of the algorithm.
Proof: Suppose that Zy=i«;- * Sj is a reduced ^-partition of n given by the algorithm. By
replacing w with i | , with P2, ..., and finally with Pjy the following system of i equations and /
unknowns is obtained:
a^Pi (Sl) + a2(j)Px (s2) + • • • + af(f>Pi (Sj) = <j>Px (n),
®i<f>p2 Oi) + a20p2 0 2 ) + •'' + ai0p2 (Si) = 0p2 (nX
a4P{ (Sl) + a2(j)Pi (.%) + ••• + at<f>Pi (Sj) = <f>Pi (n).

This system of equations can be rewritten in the form Na = b, where the matrix N has entries

If ^ < A:, then # ^ = 0, so that N is lower-triangular, and if £ = k, then 7V^ ^ 0, so that N is
invertible. It follows that the solution to this linear system uniquely determines the coefficients Qj
in the reduced ^ -partition given by the algorithm. •
The algorithm gives a unique reduced ^-partition for n, but frequently this is not the only
reduced ^-partition that n has. The integer 8, for example, has 2 reduced ^-partitions: 4 * 2 and
2*1 + 6. Certain characteristics of the reduced <j) -partition given by the algorithm are critical,
however, in determining whether n has a unique reduced ^-partition. The following two theorems
summarize these characteristics. Let M(n) - nl(Tl p\n p).
x

p prime

'

Theorem 2: Let k be the largest integer such that sk \n and let I be the number of distinct prime
factors of n. The algorithm above gives a reduced ^-partition for n of the form Sy=ifly * sj>
where ai+l = M(n) and ak > ak+l >•->aM.
Proof: It follows that Qj = 0 for 1 < j <k from examining the first k-\ equations of the
linear system above and noting that b- = (j)P(ri) = 0 for 1 < j < k. It is clear that aM = M(n) and
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ajr = 0 for I +1 < y from the three cases presented in the algorithm together with an induction
argument on n.
The claim that ak >ak+l > ••• > a M will also be proven by induction on n. If n = 1, then
I = 1*1 is the reduced ^-partition. If w > 1 and /?2\n for some prime/?, then establish the claim
by using the ^ -partition n- p* (nlp) and applying the induction hypothesis to n I p.
If n is square-free, then the proof is divided into two cases. In the first case, p£<q^ so that
n- sk. If p£>qx and there is a prime t such that t\n and qx<t <p£, then the claim follows from
using the ^-partition n = (p£-t)* (nl p£) + l* (tnlp£) and applying the induction hypothesis to
nlp£ and tnlp£. If p£ > q{, but there is no prime t as described above, then qxnlp£ = se+l, since
qtfil p£ is simple and has the same number of prime factors as n. Prove the claim by using the $partition n = (p£-ql)^ (n/ p£) +1 * sM and applying the induction hypothesis to n I p£. D
By Theorem 1, the reduced ^-partition n = Z ; ;= i^ ; * Sj given by the algorithm can be represented by a weighted binary tree as follows. As noted in part 3 of the algorithm, it is possible to
choose p as the largest prime dividing n and choose q as the smallest prime dividing n. Assume
without loss of generality that n is square-free; the algorithm will find a reduced ^-partition for
II P\» p and incorporate this reduced ^-partition into the ^-partition n = M(ri) * II P\P p. If
p prime x

*

r

x

r

L

P prime *

n is not simple, then the left branch has weight p£-qx and the left child is nlph while the right
branch has weight 1 and the right child is qxnlp£. Apply this process recursively to nlp£ and
qpl p£, terminating only when all the leaves of the tree are simple integers. The example below
gives the tree for 5 • 11 • 13.
5-11-13

2-5-11

2-3

2

2-3

It is possible to determine ay from the tree representation by taking the sum over all paths
from n to Sj of the product of the weights along each path. The coefficient a2 for 5-11-13, for
example, is 11-9-1 + 11-1-2 + 1-8-2.
Let n = p1...p£, and suppose that m is a vertex at level u - u(m) of the tree described above,
where level 0 denotes the top of the tree. Let L = L(m) and R - R(m) -u- L(m) be the number
of left and right branches, respectively, in the path from n to m, and define t0 < tx < • • • < tL_x to be
the levels where the path branches to the left. An induction argument on the level u proves the
following lemma.
Lemma 3: If m is a vertex at level u of the tree, then m- px .../VM#i •••#/?
the weights along the path from n to m is \^eZl{p£_t - ql+t _e).
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Proof: The proof will be by induction onu. If u = 0, then m = n and the result is clear.
Suppose that the lemma is true for m and its ancestors, and consider the children of m. Assume
without loss of generality that m is not simple, since simple vertices have no children. To establish the lemma for the children of m, it suffices to show that the largest prime dividing m is p£_u
and that the smallest prime not dividing m is qR+l. The largest prime dividing m is clearly
max(p£_u:)qR), and the smallest prime not dividing m is clearly mm(p£_u+hqR+l).
These two
facts reduce the two assertions above to the condition pe_u > qR+l. Divide the proof of this
condition into two cases.
In the first case, assume that m is the right child of
m' = px ...ft_M+i#i ...9^-1. It follows from the construction of AW that p£_u+i is the largest prime
dividing m' and that qR is the smallest prime not dividing mf. It also follows that ft_M+1 > qR,
since m' would be simple otherwise. Hence p£__u > qR+l, because m is not simple. The proof
when m is a left child is similar. D
Fix a path from n to $j. A left child has one less prime divisor than its parent, while a right
child has the same number of prime divisors as its parent. This implies that the path from n to Sj
must branch to the left £-j + l times, since Sj has j-1 prime factors. Let m be the vertex at
level t£_ •. It follows from the proof of the previous lemma that p£_t . is the largest prime
dividing m, that #1+, ._(*-/) is the smallest prime not dividing m, and that p£-t£_. > <li+t£_ -(e-j)Conversely, suppose that 0 < t0 < tx < • • • < t£_j < £ and that p£_t _. > q1+t _ ._(^_;-) • An induction
argument on I - j shows that there is a path from n to Sj that branches to the left at levels tQ,...,
te_j. If I - j = 0, then an induction on the level together with the previous lemma and the condition p£_t > ql+t guarantees that there is a path branching to the right at levels 0,..., tQ -1. This
condition also guarantees that the vertex at level t0 is not simple, since pt_t and ql+t are,
respectively, the largest prime dividing the vertex and the smallest prime not dividing the vertex.
Branching to the left at level t0 will give a vertex with t-\ prime factors, and so branching to the
right at level t0 +1 and all higher levels will give a path that terminates at s£.
Assume that the claim above is true for l-j-l.
This implies that there is a path from
n to sj+l that branches to the left at levels tQ,..., te_j_l9 since ft_f >Pi-tt_. >(Ii+tt_-(t-j) qi+t -(i-j-i) • Take this path from n to level t£_j_h and then construct a path from the vertex at
this level to $j by the same method as in the previous paragraph. This proves the claim above.
Non-square-free n adds a factor of M(n) to the calculations, as noted previously, and so the
claim above combined with the previous lemma proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4: If & <j"<^, then
aj = M ( n ) Z n ( P H - ? i W | J ,
where the sum is taken over all 0 < t0 < • • • < te_j < £ with p^t

> q\+t£_ .-(*-/) • * n particular,

ak = M(n)Y[ipe ~ %) and ak+l > M(n) YliPe" ft) •
e=k

e=k+l

The following section gives a necessary and sufficient criterion for determining if n has a
unique reduced ^-partition by using the previous two theorems together with the specific Cantor
base representation of n described in Section 1.
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4. WHEN DOES ft HAVE A UNIQUE REDUCED ^-PARTITION?
Theorem 5: A positive integer n has a unique reduced ^-partition if and only if n - 9, n is prime,
or the Cantor base representation for n is a reduced ^-partition.
By enumerating all possible partitions of 9 consisting of simple integers, one can verify that
3*1 + 3*2 is the unique reduced ^-partition of 9. The following two lemmas will complete the
proof of the //"part of the theorem.
Lemma 6: Primes have a unique reduced ^-partition.
Proof: From Theorem 7 in [ 1 ], a $ -partition of a prime q must be of the form (q - r) * 1 + r,
where r is prime and r < q. The only simple prime number is 2, and so (q-2) * 1 +1 * 2 is the
unique reduced ^-partition of q. D
Lemma 7: Let TIJ^CJ * Sj be the Cantor base representation of n described in Section 1. If
Sy=i Cj * Sj is a reduced ^-partition, then it is the unique reduced ^-partition for n.
Proof: It suffices to show that for any other partition J?J=l bj * Sj of n into simple integers,
T!J=iCj(/>{Sj) <T!J=ibj(f){Sj). Suppose that T!J==ibj * s- is a counterexample with T!j=ibj minimal.
There is an h such that bh>Ph since Zy =1 ^ * Sj is distinct from T!J=iCj * Sj. Form a new partition T!J=ibj * 5. by converting Ph of the ^'s into an sh+l. This new partition is a counterexample
that contradicts the minimality of T!J=l bjy and hence proves the lemma. •
Suppose that n & 9, that n is composite, and that the Cantor base representation for n is not
a reduced ^-partition. It then follows from Theorem 2 that ak>Pk, where Zy=1^ry *£y is the
reduced ^-partition given by the algorithm and k the largest positive integer such that sk \n, as
defined in Theorem 2. Theorem 4 gives the formula ak = M(n) U£e=k(pe ~Pk), since qx-Pk- It is
clear from this formula that ak^Pk, since i^ is prime, Pk does not divide n, and i^ does not
divide (p-Pk) for any primes p dividing n. If & > 1, then apply the following lemma with h = k
to show that n has a second reduced ^-partition. If k - 1, then « is odd, qx=2, and the inequality
a2 >M(w)nf =2 CPe~^) *s a res ult of Theorem 4. It is a straightforward consequence of this
inequality that a2>3ifn^\5,
and so it follows from the following lemma with h - 2 that n has a
second reduced ^-partition. The observation that 3 + 1 + 3*2 + 6 and 1 + 7*2 are reduced (j)partitions for 15 completes the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 8: Let T!J=1 bj * s. be a reduced ^-partition of n. If bh > Ph for some h > 1, then n has a
second reduced ^-partition.
Proof: To prove the lemma, it will be necessary to show that for each j>\ there is a partition TJf=iPf * Sf of Sj such that Z/l\/?/^C$y) = 2^(s / ). This will be shown by induction ony. If
7 = 2, then 2 = 2*1 is the desired partition. If j > 2, then, by the induction hypothesis, Sj_x has a
partition TJf^p'f * .sy with the desired property. Hence, Sj = Z ^ J / ^ O F ^ -2)] * ay +2 * ^_x is
a partition of $. with the desired property.
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Now, suppose h is a positive integer such as in the hypothesis of the lemma and let
^fliPf * sf be a partition of sh with the above property. Construct a new reduced ^-partition
for n by combining Ph of the sh terms into one sh+l term. There is a net loss of <f>{sh) when the
sum of the (j) values in the partition is taken, since <f>(sh+i) = (Ph - V)$(sh). Breaking up one of the
remaining sh terms compensates for this loss. The second reduced ^-partition for n is
h-l

i

X(fc / +/? / )*^+(^-p,-i)*^+(^ + 1 +i)^, + 1 + £*/**/•

f=l

D

f=h+2
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